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Are you satis韛�ed with the session?
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Was it what you expected?
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What could be improved?
134 responses

Nothing (7)
nothing (3)
Girls seemed tired, but my fault for late booking, toys were not brought out, older females service seemed
a bit lazy and forced, no sex with her (2)
perfect (2)
no (2)
Nothing! (2)
Response time to hotel (2)
It was perfect (2)
fore play and english communication (2)
Absolutely nothing, perfect, cannot wait to return. (2)
I'd like to have three girls next time. (2)
No
everything was really good
no bisexual, only one girl had removed clothes
no bisexual activity, one girl did not remove her clothes, not as expected
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no bisexual activity, one girl did not remove her clothes, not as expected
The massage table could perhaps do with an upgrade
Kind polite and professional girls. everything was right
There was a strange gap after shot 1, it seemed they wanted to leave...
Everything was perfect. Nothing to be improved upon.

I decided to let the girls lead. I like the massage bed/ milking table - it feels a bit old/ used though. The 韛�rst
part of the massage on the table was great. 5 out of 5 - could have been 6 or 7 out of 5 if it lasted longer. It
was maybe a bit rushed - they seemed very eager to get the 韛�rst shot out of the way quickly - would prefer
a more gradual build up. Even still, it was one of the most intense orgasms i have ever had. The second
part on the bed also felt a bit rushed at times - i did like it - but i felt a bit of performance anxiety like i
needed to 韛�nish. it wasn't strong but it was noticeable. this part was more 3 out 5. i felt i needed to direct they would have been happy to just 韛�nish me off with HJ.
This is my second review. My 韛�rst experience was with EE1&EE3. I rated EE1 poorly but now i realize i was
wrong. She is excellent - she has amazing skills and was the main reason the session went very well. This
time around (EE4&EE3) was also great but EE3 didnt perform as well and EE4 was very passive. I think
having the 'boss' there makes EE3 perform better. The girls have a routine, i get that, and they dont like too
much out of the ordinary. When booking i was told i would have 3h but EE3 quickly suggested 3h should be
more money. communication issue i think. Also for the second time i was promised a Levitra tablet (a
courtesy i understand) but EE3 was unwilling to provide it. I think she worried about too much work either
way. understandable. she has an amazing body and i still had a great time with both - but mainly because
at one point i politely took the lead. this was not necessary with EE1
the service was amazing
service was fantastic. Will de韛�nitely repeat
All was very good
Would have liked the girls to bring toys, this was a late session and the girls seemed a bit tired. No
intercourse with Me3
it was the best
it was good
Not really everything was perfect
na
Nothin
Best Evert
nice
nothing....everything was excellent

Girls were fantastic. EE1. EE3
not only hj but also bj from under the table
picture move too much
pictures move too much
It was great, hard to say. More girl on girl would be great.
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have to try
Not much :-)
more yong girls
Everything was good
leave it as it is
nothing...everything top notch
nothing can be improved
Great already, Nothing can be improved
noting
Nothing, everything was perfect
Nothing at all
I should have asked for more time
more girls
Girls playing with each other part
More kissing
If you could have a incall room for married men to get milked at.
Girls could be more beautifull and knowledge of English language
I'm not sure. Maybe a bit of a break in the middle for some water?
I could have used a rest in the middle
no thing
goo
room would be warmer
Duration
Price
nothing!
No way to improve, outstanding

Nothing really
Place a mirror under the table so we can see the action below
full service
The rates could be decreased ;-)) Just kidding
nohing
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Just right
better quality girls
Refurbish the table. It looks a little battered.
yes
Nothing, It was amazing.
Show the faces of all your experts on the website along with their 韛�gure.
more girls to choose from
more girls to choose
RATES
It was pretty awesome. Not sure I would know how to improve it. Perhaps continue to get the know the
girls better to build chemistry over time with multiple visits?
I should have booked 3 girls...hehehe
I'm not sure if I received the 3 girls I asked for (ME1, EE3, EE5), I know EE3 was there, but the other 2 girls
don't really look like their pictures so I'm wondering who actually came to my condo.
yes
facials
Nothing - the ladies were perfect for what I needed and are very special
nothing the session was great
I only wish I was younger when I had the session. I came three times in two hours at 63 years old.
Everything is Excellent
More oral play and watersports
will test
yes, bareback sex would be perfect
Test
All was very goo, I´d like to cum, relax and then have them massage me more and then start over with the
table services.
?
I have been really happy.
I didn't get the girl I asked for, but service was very good. Should try to be more careful
N/A
NO
I wanted to kiss both after lesbian licking every pussy! it makes me the most gracious
Everything is perfect
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1yKmcU97Hcf7OuLG1b8PcYTfgShXuMyTOYQ5dxNIg/viewanalytics
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more toys and a kinkier
Other (17)

What was really good?
144 responses

yes (4)
everything (3)
Yes (3)
Everything (3)
Great (2)
Massage expert, I believe may not have been who I requested, we was, cute and a little shy (2)
very satis韛�ed (2)
all of it (2)
idea (2)
service (2)
massage (2)
YES (2)
out韛�t and role play (2)
all (2)
Both girls where enthusiastic (2)
They way I got yo fuck both girls. (2)
better then expected, had a great time, would recommend to all my friends!
ee1 and ee2 just great together
massage and hj was ok
ME3 and EE2 both were ok. They rushed to the second time, just 5 mins after the 1st hj.(milking). Total
session lasted only 1 hr 10 mins.
Very Satis韛�ed. I think I had everything......2 x girls for 2 x hours. They were very enthusiastic. They drained
all the stress out of me........
ME3 - EE5
EE1 and EE2. Fantastic pair, except what I wrote above; there was also no card with options, and no
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EE1 and EE2. Fantastic pair, except what I wrote above; there was also no card with options, and no
change of costumes as would have wanted
Extremely satisfying. It was the most incredible feeling I have experienced.
EE1 & EE3. Both extremely sexual - naughty - kinky - direct and great. EE1 (Nong) seemed a great lady,
experienced - very good with her hands but with her it felt a bit forced. Maybe it was just the chemistry was
lacking and i do prefer younger ladies. Both were eager to please. EE3 is a born sexual deviant and i love it.
She is sexy, seems open to anything. I'm generally and a quiet person and she seemed very eager to talk to
make it interesting which isn't really needed. She could relax and be herself more - she doesn't need to act
the part. She's cute and sexy and very good at what she does. I would repeat with her.
The girls were both very sexy and accommodating of my pervie desires. I think it was a bit mechanical and
unenthusiastic but still good. I wouldn't repeat with EE4 and i may repeat with EE3 but only because she
has the most sensational butt i have seen in a long time. I am a butt fetish guy... incidentally, EE3 promised
A+ on both visits but it wasn't possible either time. She said she was too tight but she was clenching to
avoid it i think. i wasn't going to force it.
very satis韛�ed
very much
EE3 and EE5. They worked well together
Very satis韛�ed
Good prostate massage from Me3 no intercousrse with her, me5 was alright but seemed to be to relaxed
maybe a bit tired with late session time.
she was friendly
Prostate massage
na
The ladies
The a level
Combination of EE + ME
nice
Fantastic
everything was outstanding....sensory overload!
Uninhibited fun
The service and personality of the ladies. Lots of fun and enjoy their work
Nice professional girls good equipment
the milkingtable massage & the incredibly friendly girls
the girls working together
Their great attitudes and massage skills. Utilizing the whole body
have to try
The girls where very entusiastic
Nothing
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anal services and massage
The combination of the two experts working together (EE1 and EE3 in my case)
Just everything
I came so much
Massage was much better than expected
2 girls sucking my cock
The approach and ퟢ�ow
Service, beautiful ladies, friendliness of ladies
The ladies! their service, friendliness .
Sucking thru table
I loved the ways the girls took turns stroking my penis.
Friendlyness
The girls were beautiful, enthusiastic, and skilled-- I would recommend them both.
loved the girls...everything about them was fantastic ee1 & ee3
two ladies
The sex with two hot girls.
every
Service
KIndness of the girls
massage!
Both girls were so enthusiastic
They worked great together
Best organism I've had in years. I used your service last Aug (2016) and am returning in a few weeks. Will
de韛�nitely be calling again
The massage and extra services were outstanding
Everything,the technique, the girls attitude the excitement, the enthusiasm
oral
The whole service
most things
The girls - EE1 and EE5. They were friendly, cheerful, up for the game, enthusiastic and worked well
together. We established a good rapport and had a lot of fun.
The girls were PERFECT!
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The BJ
not shy girls
girl who sucked all the cum
The sensation of being massaged all over and the prostate massage whilst being jerked off. So much
sensation going on all at once that it was overwhelming.
The attitude of the girls, especially EE3 she appears to really enjoy her job.
testical
They understood my limits as I did theirs and we all had a good time
Girls interacted well and made me feel excellent
Prostate massage and pegging. Above all the friendly attitude of experts
The stimulation of two motivated women was almost over whelming. The prostate stimulation when I
came was amazing. Now I have to teach my girlfriend how to do that.
Blow job
Lesbian show
Rimming
will test
cum in the mouth
Test
The whole service was really good.
Yes very much
Yes! fantastic experience
All
In my opinion the whole setup is perfekt
Other (23)
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